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I. INTRODUCTION

1, The first conference of *-Chancellory J^tors £ 'residents^
Universities and institutes of Higher Learning in Africa was
January 1982. The present Conference, the second of its *-d

housing
and employment are concerned.

2. This note gives ^f^ £££
relate to the economic situation and discusses

of Higher Learning and Universities can play m

,, 11 ■■ m —

3. ^e population of «. ^^tates ^^^^^^V
in 1985 and is distributed as follows_ 32 per cent ^ Africa ^ 1 cent

East'Africa, 25 pej/eent in North Africa 12 per the sutregions

in Southern Africa^. This unequal ^r^U^r^P^hiopia, Egypt, Zaire and
itd b untries such as Niger , ^ ^^ Qf ^ tQtal

P- cent of the population of

in Southern Africa. This q ^^
is further complicated by countries such as

the Titaole continent.

H. in this respect it should ,e ^&^^
not necessarily the largest m size. Central Afri , ^

(which is mostly desert) has only 9 inhab « ^1 whole- mile it j a fact
of 18 inhabitants per square km. for the =°n|^n^ ^ he African continent

that Africa has one of the lowest ^^^^"'the world after Asia:
has the highest density per square km. of arablj^lana

200 inhabitants against a world average of

37 unitid Nations ?
2/ 19T9 estimates, ibid. pp. 17-19*

Handbook for Africa ^Deeember 1980, p.10
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5. Because of high birth rates and a declining death rate, the African population
is growing at the highest rate in the world (2.9 to 3 per' -ent between 1980 and
1985). It is also the youngest, with k2 to U6 per cent of children aged 15,
and 3 to k per cent of people over 65. The resulting dependency rate is all the
more disturbing because unemployment in some countries has reached alarming proportions
Furthermore, school infrastructure (buildings, equipment, trained personnel) cannot
expand fast enough to keep up with the constantly growing school-age populations.

6. This is a broad outline, and conceals substantial variations between one

sub-region and another (see table I). Burundi and Rwanda, for example, haye a^

density of around 150 inhabitants per square km. against 5 in Southern Africa,—
Kenya has a natural growth rate of k.2 per cent (the population will double in
17 years) against l.k per cent for Gabon (doubling of the population in 50 years),
ehile Nigeria alone accounts for 18 per cent of the total African population. And
while it is true that the death rate is declining, infant mortality and dead during

childbirth remain enormously high.

Demographic indicators West East North - Central South Average

Africa Africa Africa Africa Africa ,

1. Population, 1985 r . „ cno
(in millions) 16U 155 126 ; 60 3 508

2. Density, 1985 27 2k 15 9 5 ■ 18

3. Growth rate, 1980-1985 , ^ n o _
(percentage) 3.1 3 2.7 2.6 2.9 2.9

k. Death rate, 1980-1985 , . . ...
(percentage) ^6 kk k2 kj. k6 kk

5. Death rate, 1980-1985
(percentage) 15 1* 15 21 17 , _ . 1>

6._ Age structure by main .

groups (percentage)

0-lU years k6 k6 U3 kk k2 k5
15-6* years 51 51 53 53 53 52
65 and over . 3 "3 * . 3 .- * 3

7. Average size of household 5-1* 5.07 5.19 kjk 5-03 5-07

37 Variations in population distribution between countries are even more marked
In the case of density per square km. of arable land, the extremes being Egypt

(1515,inhabitants) and Botswana (.58 inhabitants).

Source: United Nations, Demographic Handbook for Africa, (December 198O).
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III. Population and perceptions policies in Africa

T. The Fifth United Nations Population Inquiry among African Governments made

it possible to classify the various countries according to their,perceptions on

demographic"trends or, in some cases, their population policies- . Table^2
summarizes the position of some African Governments in relation %o fertility

and population growth rates.

Table 2

Perceptions and policies

A. Too high, must be slowed down

B. Too high, but' no policy

C. Too low, must be increased

D. Satisfactory, no policy

E. Satisfactory, but must be increased

F. No official position and no policy

Countries

Algeria, Burundi, Egypt,

Gambia, Lesotho, Mauritius,

Morocco, Rwanda, Senegal-?-

Tunisia and Uganda.

Ethiopia- Liberia, '.

Senegal— Sierra Leone,

Swaziland, United Republic

of Tanzania.

Congo, Equatorial Guinea,

Gabon and Guinea.

Libyan ArabjJamahiriya,

Mauritania-?-Mozambique and

Zairer-* .
Ivory Coast, Mauritania.—

Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso

Cameroon, Central African^/

Republic, Comoros, Congo,—

Djibouti, Guinea Bissau,

Madagascar, Mali, Sao Tome

and Principe,— Somalia, Togo,

Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

5? ECA/Population Division, "Fifth Population Inquiry Among Governments:

Member States Perceptions and Policies on Demographic Trends in relation to

Development as of 1982? ECA/PD/WP/1981t/3, 198U.

ECA

1/ Fertility rates only.

2/ Growth rales only.
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8. The above table reveals that although more than ^0 per cent of the countries

have not expressed any position on the birth and growth rates of their populations,
the few measures adopted, timid though they be, are a sign of growing awareness.^

The 198U Arusha meeting supports this view; after an evaluation of the demographic
situation and future trends in the region, the participants acknowledged that

"although the continent's population remained a small percentage of World population,

the current high levels of fertility and mortality gave rise to great concern about

the region's ability to maintain even living standards already attained since

independence."—

9. The inquiry also reveals that almost every country regards current health

conditions and death rates as unacceptable- for that purpose they have established

primary health services within the context of "Health for all in the year 2000."
Similarly, 7^ per cent of the countries conerned are not satisfied with their present

population distribution. However, very few countries have in actual fact adopted

a policy to remedy this situation.

10. The truth is that wherever population pressure is manifested, or even latent,

and previous trends are not checked,there will be serious effects on physical
resources (such as land) and basic -ocial services (education, health, housing,

nutrition, water supply etc.). The resulting deterioration will provoke tension
and social upheaval that will inevitably lead to political instability.

. - 11. If we accept the theory that population problems are merely a question

of balance netween population trends and economic growth, the fact remains that in the
present economic context in Africa, a balance between those two components will

necessarily require either a more profound change in the attitudes towards population

problems, in view of the absolute or relative incapacity of the continent to mobilize
resources for self-sustaining development, or fundamental changes in the economic

policies followed hitherto which have led to the present crisis, or else vigorous

simultaneous action on both fronts.

TV. The "Population" factor in socio-economic development

12. A review of the relationship between population and certain development

variables in 38 African countries during the last two decades shows that Africa today

particularly south of the Sahara, is a region which can scarcely meet the basic
needs of its population and that its people, already suffering from high illiteracy,

for example, are also disadvantaged as regards life expectancy, infant mortality,

nutrition, health, food production, employment and income.— Africa is at the same

time the continent with the highest adult illiterate population9 (65 per cent)
and an increasing proportion of children not attending school.

5/ Kilimanjaro Programme of Action for African Population and Self-reliant

Development," second African Population Conference (ST/ECA/POP/l, IMFPA Proj.

Wo. RAF/83/PO2), Arusha, United Republic of Tanzania, 9-13 January 198U.-.

6/ Paper delivered by M. Sala-Diakanda, "Relationship between population and

certain development variables in Africa," at the Second African Population Conference,

Arusha, 1981*.
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13. Africa's socio-economic problems are now being exacerbated "by rapid,

uncontrolled growth in its population. It is therefore of utmost importance

that at every level, (individuals, couples, communities, States) the gravity
of the situationshnuld be acknowledged and that population.problems should

not be considered as an isolated phenomenon but one closely related to economic

trends. In this'respect, no given population growth rate can be said to be
"acceptable" unless it is in tune with economic growth. It would therefore be

inaccurate, to regard development problems as a result of insufficient financial,
resources, with no relation to population growth.

V. Population Problems in Africa: The role of universities

lU/ With regard to population matters, the university can play a triple role:

to teach, carry out research and sensitize. ■O'r-*,'?

15. Because demography covers many areas it can be taught as a secondary

sub.iect(to economics, sociology, medicine, biology etc.

At least two different courses need to be offered, in this case: one

general,'to enable students to acquire a broad view of demography, and a second
one specifically covering the links between demography and the main course of study:

(population economics for economists, social demography for sociologists, human,

genetics for biologists etc.).

16. If specialized training is to be provided, the teaching programme should

at least/include introductory courses on demographic data collection, Evaluation
and processing and on the principles, methods and techniques of Data analysis,

together with courses on the links between demography and other disciplines.

17. In population research (theoretical or applied), African institutions
of higher learning and universities should include specific and relevant themes

"in their syllabus, the main objective being to adapt collection and evaluation

methods to national or regional conditions.

18. If they are to contribute significantly to the development process,

universities should concentrate their research activities on problems affecting

the national, subregional or regional community to which they belong and put

forward solutions. Those problems which are related to population - include:

chronic food shortage in almost all African countries; the continuous increase in

school-age children and the relevance of the education provided; environmental and

social conditions encouraging the spread of infectious, parasitic and respiratory

diseases that can cause death, among children in particular; the structure of the

changes in family and their impact on farm output, on mutual support and solidarity

among family members, and on changing social behavioizr in the context of population

questions.

19- Universities should therefore give particular attention to research on such

problems and, depending on their findings reappraise some of the measures taken
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by the authorities in terms of their thrust, relevance and feasibility with a view

to suggesting-*- lat political courses to follow. They would thus "bring specific

direction - both srcial and political to their research activities.

20. By such means, universities can alert both students,and researchers to
the problems afflicting their community;. Similarly, by means of the advisory

Services they offer to Goverraaarrts and to national or regional organizations,

they can direct the attention of policy-makers, economic agents and'religious

authorities to population problems.

21. Universities can also hold meetings, using the media if possible, to

prc:: ,jnt ,and discuss such population problems as the interrelationship/between

population and socio-economic development, the role of education in the development

process, the family as a basic unit and its influence on the attitudes and

behaviour towards population problems, and the effects of economic growth on family

structure arid social behaviour. .

22. Governments and national, regional and international organizations need

to offer the, universities financial, material and moral support, make sure that

every country's research findings are disseminated promptly9 and make greater use

of population statistics in economic and sociil development planning.

VI. Role of the Population Division at ECA

23. The work programme of the Division f^r the five-year period 198^-1989
includes three sub-prcgramines of aucistaiice t«. ECA member States in the following

areas: preparing and carrying out population policies and integrating economic
variables to development;planning; devising, testing and using techniques for

demographic "research in the context of Africa's economic and social development,

investigating and evaluating the fact~r^g^vr>rning population trends (in particular
factors connected with the econ-omie and social ..situation or specific considerations;
and providing assistance to the States of the region in the training and research

on population through the Regional Institute Population-Studies in Accra, the De

Demographic Training and "Research Institute in Yao'm&e and the Statistical Training

'Institutes in the member cnuni-ries.

VII. Conclusion ■- ■ -

2U. Hesitant as they may be, the measures, taken by Governments to modify

present population trends, reveal a dawning rf awareness. It is up to institutes

of higher learning to promote greater interest among the many concerned by means

of such things as specific reseai-cii on population matters. The1 ECA Population

Division is ready to provide its-assistance to any 5^tcrested Government.


